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FROM THE PRINCIPAL
DATES TO
REMEMBER:
OCTOBER
Monday 18th
Prep Onsite Learning
All other classes remote
at home learning
Tuesday 19th
Prep Onsite Learning
All other classes remote
at home learning
Wednesday 20th
Prep Onsite Learning
All other classes remote
at home learning

Thursday 21st
Years 1 & 2 Onsite
Learning
All other classes remote
at home learning
Friday 22nd
Years 1 & 2 Onsite
Learning
All other classes remote
at home learning

HOLIDAYS
We hope you had a restful break and were able to just catch up as a family without
feeling the need of having to jump onto a laptop, jump onto seesaw or jump onto
Google Classroom, and just return to some sort of normality for two weeks.
Congratulations to the Melbourne supporters out there who waited 57 years to win
the premiership, sadly not being able to attend in person. I hope in the future, they
get to experience it in person, of course after the bombers have saluted in 2022.
Talking to our staff and some families, the consensus was that it was nice to stop,
but the holidays were like having a main meal without the dessert. The restriction
of the 15 kilometre radius and not being able to get away took away that final
satisfaction.
It was great to see so many families using the school grounds over the break and I
know from experience, many of our families went to places such as the quarry. I
snuck down there for a 15 minute fish and then realized I was wasting my time with
so many kids jumping in and out of the water and having a great time. The fishing
and camping urge will have to wait a few weeks longer.
A LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL
As we commence a term that will see us return to full onsite learning, we thank our
community for the strength and resilience that has enabled the children to continue
to learn and develop through the most challenging of times.
As you will have seen through communications from the school over the past few
days, the Victorian government has deemed that the children will return in a
staggered start.
From Monday 18th October (Week 3)
•
All Foundation children attend onsite (Monday to Wednesday)
•
All Grade 1 and 2 students attend onsite (Thursday and Friday)
From Tuesday 26th October (Week 4)
•
Year 3 and 4 return onsite (Tuesday and Wednesday)
•
All Year 5 and 6 return onsite (Thursday and Friday)
From Friday 5th November (end of Week 5)

All students are expected to return to onsite learning full-time.
It will be exciting for our students to be able to be back with friends and teachers.
I’m sure parents are looking forward to being able to send children to school, and I
know that teachers are excited about reconnecting not only with the students, but
also with their colleagues.
I don’t use the term ‘reconnect’ lightly. Something that has been highlighted over
the past 18 months is the critical role schools play in providing the social fabric that
connects our communities.
There is nothing new in this: it is what is always at the heart of our work as
educators. But the demands of this moment perhaps help us see the importance of
what we do with more clarity.

Never has it been more important that we provide the support our students need to strengthen their mental
health and wellbeing.
We would like to take this opportunity to wish everyone the very best for the term ahead, which I’m sure
will have its many challenges if the past year or two is anything to go by. I can assure you that our staff
have started working fastidiously behind the scenes in preparation for the dual learning platforms that face
the students (and staff) in the coming month or so, and that the needs of the children will always be our
first priority.
You will also have seen communications from the school regarding the outbreak of COVID-19 in the
Dandenong Ranges area. It’s a timely reminder to follow the advice of the medical fraternity in protecting
the health of yourselves, your family and others. We ask that you be extra vigilant, as we will be, in
enforcing our Covid safe plans. No doubt leading up to the return of the prep children on the 18th, we will
have a new operations guide by which we conduct ourselves. We will let you know more when we know
more.

VACCINES
We can appreciate vaccines have become a very common topic of conversation amongst the community, as
people freely ask each other whether they have or haven’t been vaccinated, even though for many it is a
personal decision. You may be aware that the government has mandated coronavirus vaccinations for all
education staff, so this avoids any need for parents to ask our staff upon the return to onsite learning about
this matter. All staff will be vaccinated by this time (with most already double dosed before the DET
directive). Whilst students aged 12 and over are now eligible to receive a COVID-19 vaccine, please note
that vaccination is not mandatory for students. We await further details in relation to processes for
checking vaccination status in relation to adult visitors attending onsite.
STAFFING AND GRADE STRUCTURES FOR 2022
I cannot believe we are at this time of year, but we are now looking at structures for 2022. I think I know
where the year has gone!
Throughout November and early December, we will be working on our class structures and student
combinations for next year. Changes in student numbers and staffing combinations usually cause us to
reshape our proposed class structures several times throughout this term.
Due to Covid, our numbers in Prep are uncertain and we have several staff placements that may or may not
be a part of our 2022 staff team, with various interview processes to occur.
At this stage, we hope to hold 20 classes next year, for what is expected to be anything between 440 and
450 children, dependent on kinder families that ar e yet to enr ol due to Covid. However , we need
definite numbers across all levels before we make that decision.
Due to this, it is vital that we are made aware of any circumstances that may impact our enrolment
numbers. Please let us know urgently if you intend to enrol a child at our school, if you are aware of people
in our community who will be enrolling or if you intend to transfer to another school. We desperately
require this information as soon as possible in order to establish grade structures for the start of the new
school year. If you will not be at Tecoma in 2022, please notify the school office in writing as soon as
possible.
What are the criteria that we use to make up class lists?
Factors influencing class structure are:
· the educational needs of the students;
· the projected number of students in each year level;
· the ratio of girls to boys;
· the number of teachers employed at the school; and
· resources and facilities.
Factors which are considered in the placement of students include:
· academic performance – judgments over time
· work habits eg. ability to work independently
· behaviour
· gender
· social network/friendships
· social maturity
· special needs eg twins, siblings

What is the process for placing students into classes?
Based on the criteria listed above, teaching staff and administration meet mid-term 4 to establish classes for
the following school year.
Teachers ensure each new class has:
· a balance of academic ability
· gender balance
· socially balanced groups
During this process, changes and adjustments are made over several weeks. Each change may trigger a
chain reaction of other changes.
Proposed class lists are submitted to the myself and Assistant Principal, Di Double, for final ratification.
At this stage, the new classes will be announced on the proposed Orientation Day, December 7.
Traditionally, Prep classes have been announced on Prep Information Night in late November but that may
need to take place in another format.
With this in mind, parents are now invited to write to me about any additional information that will help us
in determining a placement for your child.
2022 GRADE PLACEMENT REQUESTS
Parents are now invited to write to me about any concerns they may have for their child’s educational
needs for 2022.
Please note, requests for particular teachers will not be considered as the best interests of all of the children
and the effective management of the school must be taken into account.
Letters will be considered up until 4pm, Friday October 29, 2021.
Letters received after this date will not be accepted unless in exceptional circumstances. These letters are to
be addressed directly to myself with all details and information provided kept in confidence.
While I have letters on file from previous years, I will only be taking into account letters I receive this year.
Often friendship concerns become outdated as the children grow in maturity and have developed new
friendships. However, if you have information from previous years that you feel I need to know that is
relevant in regard to your child’s placement, please include this in your letter. Please don’t assume I know!
As you may understand, the allocating of children to classrooms is a very complex task and one that
requires patience and a great deal of thought and manipulation. Please assist us to make this process as
smooth as possible by taking note of the requests process as outlined. Please also be aware that requests are
indeed requests and we cannot guarantee that they will automatically be granted. We have decided, on
balance, in previous years to not grant some requests. This is done with all the information that we have at
our disposal and every decision will be made for the betterment of all children.
Should you wish to discuss any concerns with 2022 grade placements, please contact the school office to
arrange a time for a chat.
EXTREME & CODE RED FIRE DANGER DAYS
Our school is one of many schools across Victoria that is a Bushfire at Risk School. Like all Bushfire at
Risk Schools, we are closed on any declared Code Red Day.
Information about the current and expected Fire Danger Ratings can be found in weather forecasts on daily
news programs, published on websites and in newspapers, broadcast on radio and on the CFA website.
With fire season fast approaching it is a good time to remind our families to ensure that all your details are
up to date at the school. We know that a number of families circumstances have changed recently and we
require the most up to date records to ensure we can contact you. If you have changed address, got a new
phone number or have a new alternative contact, please contact the office to give us the details so that we
are able to contact you if required.
TERM 4 IS A SUN SMART TERM
Parents and children are reminded that this term, children must wear school sun smart hats every day
during recess and lunch breaks.
See you around the school……very, very soon!
Rohan Thompson
Principal.

STUDENT OF THE WEEK
GRADE

NAME

REASON

Prep K

Isaac S

Isaac showed great enthusiasm in his maths lessons this week. He was
determined to solve all our “spicy” sums, and not only did he achieve this,
but he was able to explain the strategies he used, clearly and confidently. Well
done on showing such wonderful commitment to your learning Isaac, by
maintaining a growth mindset! Keep up the great work!

1D

Chloe G

For all the wonderful effort you have put into your learning throughout
Term 3. Continue to put 100% effort into your work and always ask
questions along the way. Congratulations Chloe!

1V

Neko P

For your creative Writing plan for a narrative about an earthquake! You have
included interesting language, such as ‘buildings were shaking like jelly’. The
careful plan shows that you are putting in your personal best in your learning
activities! Great work Neko!

1W

Harper R

Harper, for your inventive and detailed house plan that you created! You also
attached a video explaining each section of your map! I was blown away by
the amount of information you included. Keep up the wonderful hard work!

1W

Nahla C

For starting the first week of Term with a bang!! I was so impressed with how
neatly you completed all of your handwriting and Writing tasks. Nahla, you
have come so far with your presentation of your work! Amazing work!
Keep it up!

1W

Nell S

For demonstrating so many examples this week for our Maths shape patterns!
It was creative and inventive. For all the activities that you complete Nell, it
is always at a high standard! Keep up the great work that you are doing!

2W

Dante M

Dante was so interested in the Dinosaurs of Australia Webex we did at the
end of Term 3. He brought all his knowledge and asked great questions. I
found your passion really inspiring Dante. You made friends quickly at
Tecoma in Term 3 before lockdown and have made a wonderful start.
Well done Dante.

3/4B

Riley B

For beginning Term 4 with a positive attitude and attending all of the
Google Meets with great enthusiasm. Riley, you have shown so much
resilience throughout Remote Learning and you should be very proud of
yourself.

3/4H

Nate S

Nate has made a fantastic start to Term 4 and has been handing in some
wonderful pieces of work! Well done for putting in lots of effort each day
Nate, keep up the great work!

STUDENT OF THE WEEK
GRADE

NAME

REASON

3/4NP

Alex T

Alex blew us away with the incredibly creative Rube Goldberg machine that
launches cookies at you to eat while you watch T.V!! Alex put in so much
effort to design, create and even recorded a demonstration of the Cookie
Launcher on Flipgrid! Alex, you are putting in so much effort with your
work, keep it up!

3/4NP

Isla Y

Isla has been an absolute SUPERSTAR during Remote Learning! She has
continued to work hard and completes her work carefully and thoughtfully.
Isla your hard work and resilience is impressive and we love watching all your
ideas roll in each week. Thank you and keep it up!

3/4R

Harriet L

For writing a wonderful narrative called ‘The Mysterious Rock’. Harriet did an
excellent job in our writing sessions this week, using her time wisely to plan
and write a story with an interesting problem and solution.
Well done Harriet!

3/4W

Eden H

I am so proud of the resilience Eden demonstrated during Term 3. Not only
did she complete an array of tasks but she spoke about the topics she covered
and reflected on what she had learnt. My favourite piece of work was her
detailed procedure on 'How to make lip balm'. Keep it up Eden!!!

5M

Sophia B

Well done Sophia on the effort you put into your spy story. The vocabulary
you used really reflected your ability to tune into the topic. Using words
such as ‘disguise’, ‘cautiously’ and ‘Peruvians’ was clever. Keep up the effort
you are putting into your Remote Learning.

5U

Ari J

Well done Ari for starting the term strong. You have continued to display a
growth mindset and responsibility for your learning, showing great pride in
your work and always seeking help when needed. You are doing so well in
Remote Learning and it’s something that you should be proud of, because I
am definitely proud of you! Keep it up Ari!

6F

Ben L

Ben is a wonderful ‘virtual’ student! He is always first on our daily meets, he
helps everyone in Grade 6 with tips and tricks online when they are having
technical difficulties, he willingly shares his DT knowledge and will jump in
and help to demonstrate what a students’ perspective looks like and how to
complete activities correctly (like turning work in). Thank you Ben, we all
really appreciate your community mindedness!

6R

CJ G

CJ it has been fantastic to have you participating in our class and group Meets
- sharing, asking questions and focusing to complete tasks. I look forward to
more enjoyable and productive sessions in the coming weeks!

Art

Aurelia B

Aurelia completed two mindful drawings, one using warm colours and one
using cool colours. Not only did she do double the work, but she also
showed how using different colours can dramatically change the look of an
artwork. Fantastic effort Aurelia!

UNIFORM SHOP POSITION VACANT:
We are looking for a volunteer for our Uniform Shop for
2 days per week during school term.
Mondays: 8.45am—9.15am
Thursdays:
8.45am—9.15am &
3.15pm—3.45pm
Please let the office know if you are interested and/or
able to help us on either of these days.
9754 2354

